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Installation Tools
q

electric drill

q

drill bits 4

q

tap and dies M5

q

screw M5

q

screwdrivers

q

wrenches 8, 14

q

cable ties

q

rilsan air tube (dia 8x6)

q

rilsan air tube scissor

q

T or Y air fittings
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S2 Version Installation
Tractor with 1 levelling valve – Semitrailer with 1 levelling valve (semitrailer slow measurement)
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S3 Version Installation
Tractor with 1 levelling valve – Semitrailer with 1 levelling valve (semitrailer quick measurement)
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S4 Version Installation
Tractor with 2 levelling valves – Semitrailer with 1 levelling valve (semitrailer quick measurement)
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LANX NEXT Configuration
Download in your smartphone or tablet the LANX NEXT App:
- App Store for iOS devices
- Google Play for Android devices
Access the device’s Wi-Fi connection menu, as follows:

search for the connection:
“W8Net_XXXXXXXX” of the Hotspot

enter the activation password
(W8XXXXXXXX)
- copy network numbers sequence -
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confirm the activation of the connection
to the network
“W8Net_XXXXXXXX” from the Hotspot

Calibration
To carry out the calibration of the weighing system it is necessary to have:
• certified weighbridge for weighing checks
• material to be loaded to complete the calibration at load
Access to the LANX NEXT App and start the FIRST calibration.
STEP 1 vehicle choice
STEP 2 choice of weight resolution and unit of measure
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Tractor EMPTY Calibration
Vehicle EMPTY on the weighbridge in gear position, axles on the ground and
without handbrake.
First place only the TRACTOR (connected to the semitrailer) on the
weighbridge.
Click TRACTOR-EMPTY and enter the empty weight of the tractor read on the
weighbridge.
SAVE the configuration.
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Semitrailer EMPTY Calibration
Vehicle EMPTY on the weighbridge in gear position, axles on the ground and
without handbrake.
Now, place only the SEMITRAILER (connected to the tractor) on the
weighbridge.
Click SEMITRAILER-EMPTY and enter the empty weight of the semitrailer
read on the weighbridge.
SAVE the configuration.
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Tractor LOADED Calibration
Vehicle FULL LOADED on the weighbridge in gear position, axles on the
ground and without handbrake.
First place only the TRACTOR (connected to the semitrailer) on the
weighbridge.
Click TRACTOR-LOADED and enter the full loaded weight of the tractor read
on the weighbridge.
SAVE the configuration.
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Semitrailer LOADED Calibration
Vehicle FULL LOADED on the weighbridge in gear position, axles on the
ground and without handbrake.
Now, place only the SEMITRAILER (connected to the tractor) on the
weighbridge.
Click SEMITRAILER-LOADED and enter the full loaded weight of the
semitrailer read on the weighbridge.
SAVE the configuration.
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Maximum Gross Weight
To complete the weighing system calibration procedure, enter the maximum gross weight
allowed to activate the overload alarm.
STEP 4 enter gross maximum weight
PROCEED to complete the procedure.
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Accuracy System Correction
If the weighing system does not fall within the guaranteed accuracy
percentage (0 +/- 1% full load), the error can be corrected using the REPEAT
CALIBRATION function.
From the SETUP menu select REPEAT CALIBRATION first menu item.
Position the vehicle on the weightbridge, full loaded, with vehicle’s
suspension in drive order, any lifting axles down and the hand brake released.
Modify the wrong LOADED values for the tractor and the semitrailer with the
new correct LOADED values displayed on the weightbridge and confirm it with
next.
SAVE the new configuration.
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Safety Rules
Power Supply
The power supply must conform to the specifications of the apparatus (18/32 volt - protection against
current reversal).
LANX NEXT® Hotspot system maintenance
Any System breakdown caused by neglecting to perform correct maintenance or due to
unauthorized operation and/or repairs is excluded from the warranty, and any resulting damage
will be charged to the user.
Vehicle maintenance
Before performing maintenance on the vehicle, make sure that
disconnected. In particular, after performing maintenance on pneumatic
changing air springs, levelling valves or leaf spring suspensions,
calibration must be rechecked. Welding, battery replacement, battery
motors could seriously damage the system.

the System is completely
or mechanical parts such as
the LANX NEXT® system
charging or external starter

Cleaning of the vehicle
When cleaning the vehicle using a jet wash or similar device, avoid spraying directly onto the system
components.
Non - utilization period
When not in use, check that the LANX NEXT® System is switched off.
The Outset®Srl company reserves the right to update or modify the products and/or functionalities described in this guide at any moment without prior notice.
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Warranty
The LANX NEXT® System is guaranteed for 12 months from the date of purchase against defects
in material or workmanship due to manufacturing defects or malfunctions.
Outset® agrees to repair or replace any defective product under the warranty conditions in force at
the moment of the claim. The warranty covers the good quality of the raw material, the good
construction and good functioning of the instrument.
It does not cover damages resulting from normal wear, accident, misuse or abuse, lack of
reasonable care, the connection of any attachment not provided with the product or the connection
of the product to anything but the maximum specified voltage. Moreover the warranty does not cover
transport expenses, labour, travelling allowances including technician journey time during the
warranty period. The instruments to be repaired, replaced or modified must be returned to the
vendor’s head office, and if on-site technical intervention is requested, the relative expense will be
charged to the buyer.
The warranty is void in case of:
- Breach of the contract agreement.
- Breakdown due to repair or maintenance work performed by an unauthorized service centre.
- Powering the instrument at a voltage other than that specified on the apparatus.
- The connection of other external equipment not authorized by Outset®.
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Information to Data Subjects
In compliance with the Italian Data Protection Code (D.lgs 196/2003), we inform you that your
personal information will be recorded and handled for legal, fiscal and commercial purposes. The
processing of your personal data may be performed also to send advertising materials or to carry out
commercial communication activities related to Outset s.r.l. services.
You are not obliged to give us your personal information. If you do not provide your personal
information, it may be impossible for us to refer, respond to, or investigate your complaint or request.
This provision does not apply to the processing of personal data perfomed to send advertising
materials ot to carry out commercial communication activities. We may share your information with
our employees, contractors acting on our behalf, consultants, any public or private authority that
must access your data, who are subject to confidentiality agreements, only for the above mentioned
purposes. Your data may be disseminated through our web site or our publications for commercial
reasons.
The above mentioned collection and handling of information, which may be automatically processed,
will be made using those tools as are appropriate to guarantee its security and confidentiality. The
collection and handling of your personal information will run for a period of ten (10) years after the
termination of the contractual relationship. After that period the information will be erased. You are
entitled to the rights as per art.7 of Italian Data Protection Code (D.lgs 196/2003) and you may
access your personal information to correct, update, rectificate, anonymize, integrate, cancel and/or
block it.
The Data Controler is Outset s.r.l., headquartered in via Pacinotti no. 9, 36066 Sandrigo (VI), Italy.
The Data Processor is Mrs. Antonella Valerio domiciled at Outset s.r.l.
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For technical information contact:
Sig. Barbiero Matteo
Tel.: +39 0444 751028
e-mail: tecnico@outset.it

Outset srl
Via Pacinotti, 9 - 36066 Sandrigo (VI) ITALIA
Tel. +39 0444 751028 - Fax +39 0444751351
www.outset.it - info@outset.it
The Outset®Srl company reserves the right to update or modify the products and/or functionalities described in this guide at any moment without prior notice.

